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Sunny Spring Fling a Sensational Success
By JACK CANCE and JAQUELYN MENDOZA, 4th Grade
Our annual Spring Fling was held on Friday, April 13th,
from 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm. The warm spring weather
attracted a crowd of nearly 400. The event was held in
the MPR and playground of Grandview Hills. There
were lots of fun activities
including a bouncy house, a
foam pit, an obstacle course,
a GaGa ball pit, giant
hamster balls, face painting,
a petting zoo and much
more. Food was
available for
purchase from
Napa Flats and
Menchies. There
was also a Silent
Auction in which
teachers,
community
members and
parents donated
a variety of
prizes to be
auctioned off.
Prizes included
a Whataburger
package, being Principal for a Day, tickets to the opera,
jewelry, certificates to summer camp, restaurants, fitness
centers and playdates with teachers! The PTA raised
over $4000 in total from food sales and the silent auction
and will be using the money to help fund the Eagle Pride
Grant Awards which are given to benefit our school.

“My favorite activity
was the Petting Zoo,
because the Animals
were so soft and under
control.” - Victoria
Kennedy

“The Hamster
balls and Petting
Zoo where so
fun!” - Alora
Escamilla
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Eagles And Angels
By ARYK TYAGI, 4th
Grade

It was a cold and cloudy day
on April 8th, 2018. With
temperatures hovering
around 45-48F; we, the four
enthusiastic Eagles, were
huddled up on a blanket,
staring at the sky waiting for
something amazing to
happen, and it did! Thoom!!!
The ground shook as the 6
jets tore through the cloudy
skies. Just like that, I forgot
all about how cold it was.
Blue Angles have an amazing
history. The Blue Angels
team was formed in 1946. It
is the second oldest formal
flying aerobatic team in the
World. The first one is,
French Patrouille de France

which was formed in 1931.
Blue Angels still use many of
the same practices and
techniques they used in their
aerial displays in their
inaugural 1946 season
(Source: Wikipedia).
My parents always talk about
the Blue Angel’s annual
performance at Seafair
festival in Seattle. Frankly, I
don’t remember anything. So,
when mom said that the Blue

the Diamond Formation
while two performed the
solo. Blue Angels performed
maneuvers such as formation
loops, rolls, and transitions
from one formation to
another. The highest speed
flown during the show was
700 mph and lowest speed
was 120 mph. Some of the
maneuvers included both solo
aircraft performing at once,
such as opposing passes

and deploying SWAT team.
Another act that I would
remember for a long time was
by brothers from Alabama.
They landed their plane on
top of a moving truck and
then took off from top of
that moving truck!! How
crazy is that!
Blue Angels perform between
specific months, all across the
US. They are coming to
Houston in October. I hope
you get to find the sonic
boom of their jet engine as
thrilling as I do. It was a cold
day indeed but I’ll always
have warm memories of this
day

Angels are coming to Waco
for the first time in 30 years, I
just jumped up and down in
excitement. I wanted to see
their performance. I wanted
to see them and remember
the experience for the rest of
my life.
There were a total of six Blue
Angels. During the demo,
four Blue Angels split into

(toward each other in what
appears to be a collision
course) and mirror
formations like, back-to-back,
belly-to-belly, or wingtip-towingtip, with one jet flying
inverted.
The Solos join the Diamond
Formation near the end of
the show for a number of
maneuvers in the Delta
Formation. It was a low
show since the skies were
cloudy with limited visibility.
They could not perform the
signature closing move of
the high show.
Apart from Blue Angels
there were other military
aircrafts that performed
including the famous Black
Hawk. Black Hawk
performed target landing
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Folkloric Dancing Club comes to Grandview Hills
By JACK CANCE, 4th Grade
“I love dancing and I want to show
diversity of cultures from around the
world through dancing”. That is what a
Spanish teacher organizing a club
would say. I am talking about Mrs.
Gonzales, our Grandview Hills Spanish
teacher. I asked Mrs. Gonzales, “What
happens in Folkloric Dancing Club?”
She said, “First, we learn why we are
performing a specific dance. Then, we
learn the steps to the dance. Then, we
build choreography to perform in front
of the school.” She also shared that
dances could come from many
countries around the world, but that
this year the club is focusing on dances
from Colombia. The club members
will be performing in front of the
school at the final Fly High Friday in
May.

Anyone from 3rd to 5th grade can
participate, and the club meets on
Fridays from 3:00-4:00pm in the

MPR. You will have another
opportunity to sign up for this club in
the Fall.

2nd Graders support Artisans through Pulsera Sales
By MADDIE MENDOZA, 4th Grade
The Pulsera Project is a creative activity
for second graders from our school,
Grandview Hills Elementary, who sell
pulseras (bracelets) and positas (bags)
to raise money for those in need. Who
exactly? Read more to find out!

The citizens of Nicaragua and
Guatemala to be exact. Both countries
are currently having financial problems.
Yet, they are still pushing to have a
source of income, which leads to them
to making the beautiful pulseras and
positas.
Now, why is it that students became
involved in this wonderful project?

Well, 2nd grade's Carrie Rabke states,
5 years participating! Since GVHE
"In my opinion, students learn that they donates 100% of what is raised to the
can help others in places who are less
Pulsera Project, all $1425 raised will go
fortunate than we are. They also learn
to project.
that persuasion does influence the
The citizens of Nicaragua and
decisions consumers make when
Guatemala will know that second
purchasing products from producers.
graders from Grandview Hills
The Pulsera Project also fits in perfectly Elementary helped them change their
with the Junior Achievement lessons
lives.
for 2nd grade!" In addition to
this, Ms. Rabke said that,
"Taking Action is a big part
of being an IB school and we
wanted to show students that
even as 2nd graders, they can
make a difference. The
Pulsera Project was
introduced to us by our
amazing IB Coordinator
Ashley Swindle and it fit in
perfectly with our IB Unit".
Even small trinkets like
pulseras can make an impact
in someone's life. This year
our school sold 163 bracelets
and 61 positas; the most in all
Meme created by Nicholas Moreland
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Book Nook Showcase
Editor’s Note: We asked Ms. Carroll to
highlight a book that she thought
represented our IB ideals and that she
would recommend for all students to read.
Read on to learn what book Ms. Carroll
recommended and why!
Q: Which book are we showcasing
in GVH Book Nook?
A: Wonder by R.J. Palacio
Q: What makes this book
interesting?
A: The interesting thing about
Wonder is the fact that R.J. Palacio
has written short stories from the
point of view of other characters
that you meet throughout the book.
There is a story from Julian and
Charlotte's point of view. There is
also a story from Auggie's oldest
friend Christopher before he moved
to Beecher Prep. It's amazing to get
these different points of view and
see more of the world Palacio has
built around Auggie.
Q: Why did you pick this book to
read?
A: I chose this book, because of the
theme that runs throughout it, the

Liz
and
Judy
By Jane Davis

theme of
kindness. The IB
Learn Profile
Attributes run
throughout the
story and shows
kids real world
ways that we can
bring others
down, but also lift
them up. It shows
kids and adults
how we need act
and the fact that
we need reflect
how we treat others. Being openminded to differences, show
empathy to those around us, and
taking risks and befriending
someone we don't know or how
may seem "different" from others is
one of the great things IB teaches
and the way it connects to this book
is amazing! Another reason I chose
this book is because the author
wrote a children's version called
"We are all Wonders". It's a great
way to get younger children
involved in this same discussion and
start to change the world!
Q: What age groups or grade levels
should read this book?

A: You can have a parent read it you
at a younger age, but the best age
group for this story is 4th grade and
above. I would recommend the
children's version for 3rd grade and
below.
Q: Why did the banana go to
the doctor?
A: Because he was not peeling
well
Submitted by Makaila Ramon,
1st grade
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Writers Showcase: Writing like a Ninja
Q: What makes this writing stand out
amongst others?

An interview with Ms. Victor
Q: What is GVH Writer’s Showcase for
this issue?
A: I chose an expository writing from
Miss Auri Melguizo. Her piece was
written during our Ninja Writing Camp.
She followed the prompt, "Write about
two ninja principles you believe are the
most important, and explain how these
principles relate to writing."
Q: Were there any other Writing
Samples that you liked?
A: I had a very difficult time selecting
just one story. I received many
selections which I would have loved to
showcase. Each one answered the
prompt with such wonderful detail and
also incorporated many of the lessons
from the camp into their writing.

A: I absolutely loved the organization
and progression of this selection. Auri
considered the reader when she used
supporting details, correct conventions,
and neat handwriting. What I liked best
about her story was her beautiful word
choices. Some interesting words she
used were accelerate, nimble, crucial,
and harmony. Auri's craft of imagery
painted a picture in my mind.
Q: What advice would you like to give
to our young writers?
A: Write, write, and write! The more
you write the better writer you will
become. Every child at Grandview
Hills takes part in the Writer's
Workshop process. I recently read a
book called Day by Day in which the
author talks about making a "Plan
Box". Write down or think about one
thing you can try-out from your
teacher's mini-lesson. Your writing will
explode if you are able to apply a new
skill you learned each time you write.
Lastly, open your eyes! There are small
and ordinary pieces of your life which
can inspire you to become a better
writer.

By AURI MELGUIZO, 4th grade
Hiya, pow! Being a ninja is not all about
fighting and winning battles; an
honorable and noble ninja is one to
remember. In my opinion, the two
most important ninja principles are
“mind, body, spirit and heart are one”
and “never start a fight you can’t win’.
They both relate to writing and here’s
why.
A ninja and an author both have to use
their mind, body, spirit and heart in
their everyday lives. For a skilled sensei
to accelerate at great speeds or for a
nimble soldier to battle their greatest
enemies and predict the next furious
punch or kick, the ninja’s mind, body,
spirit and heart need to connect in
beautiful harmony. A writer needs to
know this trait too, because when these
things are off
their paper
will be a
disaster.
Therefore,
ninjas and
authors need
to know
these
principles.
(Continued on Page 8)

How to Write a Haiku
By ARYK TYAGI, 4th Grade
A haiku is a Japanese form of poetry
that has been in existence for hundreds
of years. Haikus always have three lines
that have limited syllables. They have 5
syllables in the first line, 7 syllables in
the second line, and 5 syllables in the
third line. A haiku always explains
about something like an animal, a
building, a season or more, but it must
tell what it is at the end.
A Correct Haiku:
The warm color leaves
The cool crisp breeze brushing trees

Time to harvest Fall.
This haiku explained about autumn and
told it the end. It has 5 syllables in the
first and third lines, also it has 7
syllables in the second line. It also has 3
lines. It follows the syllable rule.
An Incorrect Haiku
We’ll laugh in class and play all day
That's when we’ll have some games
I want to have a friend
This haiku has 8 syllables in the 1st line,
6 in the second line, and 5 in the third
line. It does not follow the syllable rule.
It did follow the 3-line rule and told

something which explained it at the
end.
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After School Tutoring Program Expands
Last year, during the
2016-17 school year,
a pilot program was
introduced to provide
tutoring to some of
our students who
could benefit from
some extra time and
focus from an adult. A ‘pilot’ is when
you try something out with a small
population or group and then evaluate
the results before implementing to a
larger group. Last year, the program
included 7 students. Much was learned
from the pilot, and this school year that
program has been expanded to include
68 students from 4th and 5th grades.
In explaining why this program was
needed, Ms. Goecke responded, “Kids
learn at different rates. We have kids
who work faster and kids who work
slower. And sometimes if you work a
bit slower, it’s not good or bad, it’s just
different. And sometimes it helps if
you have someone help you.”
Students were assigned to either a

teacher from Grandview Hills, who
volunteered to participate, or a student
from Concordia. The Concordia
students signed up for 1 of two
reasons. Some were taking a class at
their school in which they learn how to
teach kids to read. By participating in
our program, they gain practical
experience. Other students were
participating in a work study program
and received payment from the federal
government for their time. Teachers
also received payment for this extra
time spent at school. Funds for this
came from various sources. Our PTA
wrote a grant to Sam’s Club in which
we were awarded $2500. We also
received Title 1 funding that was
specifically designating towards helping
kids utilize iStation after school.
We spoke to Hanah Singer, a
Concordia student, who worked with a
5th grader to practice her reading and
writing skills. “We have been practicing
spelling, definitions and reading books
with something called prosody, which

means you read with proper tone,
speed and expression.”
Ms. Goecke shared that she would be
evaluating
the
effectiveness
of the
program.
She will
review
District
Benchmarks
to see how
kids were
Hanah Singer,
Concordia student
doing before
vs after the
tutoring. This will help Grandview
Hills refine and improve the program
even further for next year.
Ms. Goecke wanted to be sure we
relayed her gratitude for all who have
contributed to this program. “Tutoring
does not take place without good
tutors; I want to thank all those people
who worked really hard to make this
program happen.”

A First-Hand Account of Dyslexia
By Lexi, Zach, Avagrace and Debani, 5th graders interviewing an adult for their Exhibition Project
Q: What kind of job do you have?
A: I work as a financial advisor, and help people save money
for retirement.
Q: How did having dyslexia make a difference in your life?
A: I felt like I had to learn at a young age that just because
something was hard, doesn’t mean I could just give up. I
had to find different ways to do things that other kids could
do more easily. Even today, if I have to take a test or
something, I scan all the material into a computer and have
the computer read to me. Luckily today there are a lot of
programs to help people with reading difficulties. I learned
that I can’t wait until the last minute to do something. I have
to plan ahead and make sure I left enough time to get things
done because I was always a little bit slower. But because of
that, it has given me the advantage of learning what I need to
do to succeed. Whereas when everything comes easily to

someone, they might not know how to solve problems in the
future. So it made me learn how to adapt to things.
Q: Did having dyslexia make you feel different from
everyone else? Did you feel bad about yourself before you
found out?
A: Having dyslexia definitely made me feel different. I
couldn’t do the word searches and crosswords. It took me a
long time to feel less self-conscious about how I learn. Even
today, I am sometimes self-conscious about having to read in
front of other people, or spell in front of other people. As
you get older, you learn that everyone has his own struggles.
We are all good at some things, but not others. Once I
realized that a lot of people have dyslexia, I felt better about
it. Dyslexia is not a disability, it’s a learning difference. I
learned that I am unique, and that’s a good thing!
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Our Babies and Our Bosses
They come in different
shapes, size and colors. We
know then by different
names like, fuzz ball, snuggle
bears, and Mr. Whiskers.
End of the day, we are slaves
to their wishes, fancies and
cute eyes. No, not beanie
boos, Pets, our cute little
pets (aka our babies and our
bosses.)
I have a bunny, bossy bunny.
She demands attention, back
rubs, belly rubs and yes, lots
of food. Her favorite is
cilantro. But when she is not
demanding, she gives back,
bunny kisses, cuddles and lot
of attitude.

mommy and daddy when
they give us time out, and
she is potty-trained!
Have you ever wonder what
value does our pet brings in
our lives? Do we love them
for who they are or is it
because they’re our
companions?

Meet Ginger – Love of my
life, cuddle ball and an utter
pig (at least that’s what
mommy calls her. ) Though
she is brilliant, she
understands commands,
comes when you call, bite

I love my bunny because
she’s there when I need her
the most, will do almost
everything I say and is a
companion. She also loves
me for who I am, just like
how I love her for who she
is. She’s funny, cute, and
loves to play games. She’s
cute when she rolls over on
her back and yawns (super
cute!).
So that’s why we love our
pets, and if you don’t have
one, and you’re going to get
one soon, I’m sure you’re
going to love them just like I
love my bunny.

Ninja Writing Camp Inspires Students
By ADDISEN WERLAND 4th grade
During the week of March 19, 2018 all
4th grade classes participated in Ninja
Writing Camp. The objective of the
Camp was to help the students with
their writing skills. This camp was
sponsored by Ms. Romine, one of our
4th grade teachers. On Monday, we
planned by choosing two ninja
principles relate to our writing. The
principles include:
• Use everything around you, trick the
enemy
• Never attack unless you can win
• Don’t be overconfident
• Be honest
• Self control
• Fast and friendly to the environment
• Never use your power on someone
weaker
• Be good and kind
• Mind, body, spirit, and heart are one
In fact, these principles are from the
movie “3 Ninjas”, which we watched
throughout the week. We also read the
book, “Ninja Farts.” The book was not
really related, it just had a Ninja theme

and was funny. This was also done
throughout the week.
Ninja Writing Camp is a week of a-ha's and
hi-yas! Throughout the course of the week we
study the principles of the ninja and explore
how these principles apply to writing.
– Ms. Romine
Each day, the students completed a
vocab challenge. (A vocab is when your
teacher gives you a word and you
research or find stronger synonyms for
the word that is chosen). If we finished
the challenge and our assigned work,
we would earn a prize each day, such as
a ninja pencil or a ninja wall climber.
The best prize was the throwing star
eraser. Each day camp students
progressed their essay through the
following stages: Planning, Drafting,
Revising with A.R.M.S (Add, Remove,
Move, and Substitute), Editing with
C.U.P.S.(Capitalization, Usage,
Punctuation, and Spelling), Final Copy
and Publish. Fun fact Revising is the
longest step to finish the process.
Finally, on Friday, our Editing was

checked and we
did our vocab
challenge. If we
did it correctly,
we got a ninja
bouncy ball. We
then finished
our Final Copy
and Published
by constructing
a paper ninja
sword to staple on the top of our Final
Copy. If we finished this, we earned a
ninja rubber ducky. In the end, the 4th
graders got to practice and hopefully
master their fighting skills. Reading
“Ninja Farts” only helped with our
humor and fart skills. As I said before,
the real point of Ninja Writing Camp
was practicing our skills in writing.
My favorite elements of Ninja Writing Camp
are the giggling and the amazing growth I see
in my students! My advice to future ninjas is
to remain open-minded and disciplined, and to
believe in the power of their voice.
– Ms. Romine
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GVHE 5th Graders recognized by Pop
Warner as All American Scholars
Congratulations to Hudson
Ratcliff and Philip Lou who
were recognized by Pop Warner
as All-American Scholar. This
program recognizes the
academic achievements of the
top 2% of all Pop Warner
participants across the
country. To apply, the student
must maintain at least a 96 grade
point average as well as
demonstrate leadership and
participate in activities and
community service.

Q: Why did the dinosaur cross the road?
A: Because chickens did not yet exist!
- Submitted by Brooklyn Castillo
and Elena Jimenez
Q: What do you get when you have two
doctors at once?
A: Paramedics
- Submitted by Kailey Tolentino

Carmel Lou won
Gold for her Jazz solo
at Showstoppers
Dance Competition

Knitting

by Kaleah Duggan, 4th grade
It unravels with chaos and despair
Gets tangled up all in my hair
Now I have to try again
And all the doom repeats again

Pickles
by Ethan Kollanur
Munchy, Brunchy pickles
In a big big jar
And filled with juicy juicy
yummy pickles!

Just for Fun

Q: What did the Cheeto say to the
other Cheeto when playing a game?
A: Stop Cheetoing!
- Submitted by McCrae Moore, 1st
Grade
Q: What is Monday called in space?
A: Moonday
Q: What is Saturday called in space?
A: Saturnday
- Submitted by Chloe Corcoran, 1st
grade

Ninja (Continued from page 5)

Another extremely effective ninja and writing
ability is to never start a fight you can’t win
or in an author’s words never start a story
you cannot finish. It is crucial to a writer to
write about something they know galaxies
about or something ginormously interested
in. Martial arts heroes need to know this too,
for they have to master their skills so they
can always win the fierce battles.
In conclusion, the art of ninjutsu and writing
have a lot in common. So, next time you
write a story don’t just be a writer, be a ninja
writer. Hiya, Po

